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Abstract: 

Modeling and control of the process is the core area of process control . The physical structure and 

shape of the system influence the parameter variation in the process leads to nonlinearity. But the special 

shapes are very useful in industrial applications. Conical tank is one such system which is difficult to model 

and control due to it’s tapering shape and nonlinear dynamics.  Number of the research work and literatures are 

available to address the various problems involved in the controller development of conical tank process. This 

paper leads to the compilation of some novel works carried out which explains the various control techniques 

used for efficient control of the process. The classical and modern Control techniques applied on the different 

configuration of the conical tank like single tank, multiple tank, interacting and noninteracting structures were 

deeply studied and presented.  
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Introduction 

Depending upon the plant dynamics, they can be differentiated as linear and non-linear. The process 

parameters like pressure, level, temperature and flow is a challenging task. Nonlinear system controller design 

is a major problem, due to their nonlinear dynamic behavior, manipulated variable constraints, time varying 

and uncertain parameters, controlled and manipulated variable interaction, frequent and unmeasured 

disturbances. Accumulation of solid particles at the bottom of the tank can be avoided by the use of a conical 

tank. Control of liquid level seems tedious because of its nonlinearity and varying cross sectional area. The 

controller is to maintain the process at desired operating conditions which will help to achieve optimum 

performance even at various disturbances. The fuzzy logic controllers find a rapid growth for complex, ill-

defined plants due to its efficiency. The rule base in fuzzy logic controllers is constructed from expert 

knowledge. The need may arise to tune the controller parameters if the plant dynamics change. Researchers 

have introduced intelligent self tuning techniques, in an attempt to overcome this problem. In that the 

functional approximation capability and on-line learning ability of fuzzy based variable PI systems are 

exploited. The conical tank system is one such nonlinear system which requires proper tuning. 

 For several decades, many industries are widely, making use of Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) 

controllers since the first PID tuning method was proposed by Ziegler and Nichols because it's easy to 

understand its principlesand of its simple PID Structure than other advanced controllers. We use PID Control 

algorithm in feedback control  as the most basic and pervasive control algorithm. Here the tuning method used 

is Pole Placement Technique 
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 However, the performance is limited by the presence of nonlinear effects. When  we apply Fuzzy 

controllers to nonlinear system, they are successful, because of their knowledge based nonlinear structural 

characteristics. Because of the change in shape which gives rise to the nonlinearity, there are wide applications 

for conical tanks in process industries. Conventional controller will not give satisfactory result of the level 

control of the conical tank system for which fuzzy logic controller is well suited. Control algorithms based on 

fuzzy logic have been implemented in many processes and also Fuzzy plus PID, Model Reference Adaptive 

Controller and Model Predictive Controller are used. 

System Description 

 

Figure1: The schematic of Conical tank system 

 

The inflow rate of the tank is  Fo with a maximum head of  Hmax and Rmax is
 
the highest radius of the 

tank. The out flow has the nonlinear relation Kvh
1/2

 where kv is valve coefficient and h the height of 

the liquid in the system. Figure 1 shows the structure and Table 1 depicted the specification of the 

process discussed in most of the work reviewed here. 

Table1: Specification of conical system 

Specification Description Dimension 

R Top radius of conical tank 19.25 cm 

H Height of tank Maximum 73 cm 

Fin Inflow to tank Maximum 427.2 LPH 

Kv Constant Valve Coeff. 50 cm
2
/sec 

 

 

Literature Survey 

Diverse control schemes are acquainted for Conical Tank System to enhance the performance. The 

multifaceted nature of the system expands the interest in the control process additionally increments. To 

balance these challenges, a few investigators are carried out and as yet going. From customary techniques to 

cutting edge techniques, the execution of the controller on cone shaped structure  is challenging. Various 
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Model based controllers are designed  such as control,Model Predictive Control,Model reference adaptive 

control,Internal Model Control,Direct and Inverse control  are simulated and tested for the system . The 

Sugeno fuzzy modeling based on the local linear model is used for estimation process. The implementation of 

the neural network controller is done by the fuzzy model and reference model [23]. The Sugeno model is 

applied the Model Reference Direct Inverse Control to manage the conical tank liquid level. Fuzzy inference 

system which is exclusively used for the nonlinear systems called as  Sugeno fuzzy model [21,22.24],  

interpose the ARX  models. Even however the outcomes which are presented are equivalent, the controller in 

[25] is more troublesome  than the intelligent. The following section includes the detailed discussion based on 

different controllers and modelling of the non-linear system. It is found that there are advantages and 

disadvantages for using specific controllers for certain controlling schemes. 

SudharsanaVijayan, G. GlanDevadhas, Vineed T. Govind, Elizabeth George
,
(2017) proposed an IMC and 

Adaptive Associated with PID Controllers for the process. Their work deals with the development of a suitable 

controller. A conventional three-mode controller was designed and modified using the Internal Model 

Controller (IMC) and the Adaptive PID Controller techniques. From the simulation results it was proven that 

the adaptive controlling techniques give a better control performance than other controllers.  

Sukanya R. et.al (2012); has designed controllers based on MPC for a conical tank system. By 

considering the linear portion of this non linear model and different control schemes such as discrete time 

Discrete time Model Predictive Control (MPC) and Proportional Integral Derivative control were implemented 

in MATLAB. Among these two control schemes, MPC showed results with overshoot, settling time and 

minimum rise time. 

C. S. Betancor-Martín , (2013) et.al implemented Direct Inverse Control using Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy 

Model . The liquid level process of a conical tank is applied to the design of model reference direct inverse 

control. Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy modeling is used to approximate the process by linear local models. Therefore, 

fuzzy clustering algorithm is used to perform fuzzy identification. The neural network  controller is 

implemented with the specifications of reference model and obtained fuzzy model. In particular, the 

complexity in terms of neuron number is reducedand the neural network is tested and trained. Furthermore, the 

changes in the plant model are demonstrated by the robustness of the proposed controllers. Approximation of 

the process is done by Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy Controllers.Neural network is used. Set points are reached fast 

without overshoots, and the system has proved as robust. 

T.Pushpaveni,(2013) et.al modeled the system using  first principle model was used in the 

implementation of the conical tank model. The differential equation is solved using the MATLAB Simulink. 

The ODE and transfer function model is used for validating the results.By using different tuning rules the set 

point variations  in the  level of the conical tank process is tracked by implementing the conventional PID 

Controller. The tuning parameters of the PID structure are identified by the relay feedback test conducted on 

the process. The servo response and regulatory response is tracked by implementing the MPC Controller. The 
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different tuning rules performance index is also obtained. They concluded that the performance of MPC is 

better and improves the stability for their work. 

D.Mercy, S.M.Girirajkumar (2013), in the paper  the tuning of  PID controller was performed using Z-

N method.PID high settling  time and overshoot. .Genetic Algorithm is used. The intelligent techniques 

provide better results than the  PID . Compared with Z-N method, it was observed that the set point is tracked 

by Genetic algorithm with smooth transition and less oscillation. 

H.Kala ,P.Aravind , M.Valluvan(2013),different controller analysis for a nonlinear level control 

process was made. By taking different operating regions, the model of the  conical  tank was  identified.  

Different control strategies such as PID and MPC were implemented for the identified model. PID resulted  

with  slight  overshoot  compared  with  MPC while MPC is outperforming. 

D.Angeline, K.Vivetha, K.Gandhimathi,T.Praveena,(2014)  proposed a model based controller for 

conical tank System.The conical tank system mathematical modeling was obtained and for controlling the level 

in it, model based controller (Internal Model Control) was designed. MATLAB SIMULINK was used to 

simulate the controller.When compared to PID controller the advanced control scheme is expected to show a 

better closed loop performance.The system is robust and physically realizable so that the model base controller 

can be designed in that way. Better performance and robustness can be obtained by using advanced control 

schemes like model predictive control. 

S.Vadivazhagi ,Dr.N.Jaya ,(2014) Modelled and Simulatedan Interacting Conical Tank 

Systems.Interacting Conical Tank is the system which is taken up for study.Skogestad tuning is used to obtain 

the design of controllers.For each stable operating region, a first order process model is identified using 

Process reaction curve method.The responses for different operating regions are taken and the control is 

done.Simulation is done using the MATLAB software. Satisfactory response for a given set point implies a 

well designed controller. The disturbance is effectively rejected by the controller the output is brought back to 

the desired set point.. 

On the same year, same authors published another paper explaining the design of model based 

controller for two Conical tank Interacting Level systems.The liquid level of the tank was to be controlled, 

which was the process.Linearizing the non linear system output was done by applying the  piecewise 

linearization technique.For each region an internal model control is designed. Better and satisfactory results 

with less oscillation and quick settling response  was obtained by IMC  and  also the results shows improved 

performance in  disturbance rejection.The MPC designed for the system is robust which makes the system 

more relaisable. 

S.K. Lakshmanaprabu, U. SaburaBanu (2014) , designed multi-loop decentralized controller for two 

interacting conical tank process.highly nonlinear interacting process requires designing of multiloop 

decentralized PI Controller with decoupler. Variable pairingand interaction analysis is computed with relative 

gain array.The illness of the plant can be determined by calculating the condition number and using singular 
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value decomposition matrix technique. The  loop interaction effect is reduced by designing multi loop PI 

Controller and implementing decoupler controller.Two decentralized Single Input Single Output controllers are 

used to control by decomposing two input two output process. 

N. Gireesh, Dr. G. Sreenivasulu(2014) Compared the performance of PI Controller using different 

tuning methods for a Conical Tank Process.The liquid level in tank at the desired value was maintained in the  

conical tank system by designing and analyzing various analog PI Controllers. Zeigler Nichols, Cohen-coon, 

CHR and Kappa-Tau are the different tuning strategies that have been applied and their performance indices 

were compared. PI controllers were designed and analyzed for the conical tank system. The simulation of PI 

Controller with different tuning methods was done. Comparatively it was observed that CHR method is 

good.This method has least ISE, IAE, ITAE, overshoot,settling time,. 

SudharsanaVijayan,Avinashe K K(2015) ,proposed IMC Based PID and Fuzzy Controller for Nonlinear 

Conical Tank Level Process.Black box modeling was used for System identification of the non-linear process 

and found to be first order plus dead time (FOPDT) model. System identification helps in modeling and the 

transfer function of the system. Open loop step test method is usually used to find the dead time, delay time 

and proportional gain. Here Taylor series approximation is used for the non-linear approximation because of 

accuracy compared to other non-linear approximation technique.IMC based PID controller can be used as basic 

controller and fuzzy controller can be also used as a soft computing technique for obtaining enhanced 

performance. Here, after analyzing both simulated response of models, the fuzzy controller is most excellent 

controller than IMC based PID controller.  

Lakshmanaprabu SK, SaburaBanu U, Karthik D,(2015)Implemented Real-Time Multi-loop Internal Model 

Controller for Two Conical Tank interacting Process. Two interacting conical tank process (TICT) with design 

of multiloop internal model controller is described.The step response based model is designed and it is 

approximated into first order plus dead time system.TICT process is designed with IMC having multiloop. 

Trial and error method can be used to tune the IMC Controller tuning parameters. The robustness and speed of 

controller are directly related with closed loop tuning parameter. Soft computing, optimization techniques can 

be used for proper selection of optimal value so that the proposed performance of multi loop IMC can be 

improved. 

S. Vadivazhag , N. Jaya (2015) ,in their paper titled “Control of Two Tank Conical Interacting Level System 

using Relay Auto Tuning”,The design technique is based on the observation that the closed loop system can 

oscillate with a period of Puwhen the output lags behind the input by π radians. It is a simple way to tune PI 

controllers that avoids trial and error process.The relay feedback experiment helps in generating a continuous 

cycling of the controlled variable. Some of the important process information can be extracted directly from 

the experiment, like ultimate gain and ultimate period.MATLAB/SIMULINK environment is used to carry out 

model design and simulation. The use of single relay feedback test makes this method an advantage.This 

technique has good tracking and disturbance rejection capability which is proved by simulation studies.This 

technique is found to be more effective than conventional tuning methods.The single relay feedback test 
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requirement is the advantage of this method and hence can easily determine the PID parameters. This 

identification method is simple and will be of much  use in industry. Servo and regulatory responses also 

reveals satisfactory results with the process. 

S. L.SitanshuSatpathy, PrabhuRamanathan (2015) ,in their paper discussed about the real time implementation 

of nonlinear conical tank system .The Fuzzy  and  PI controller are  developed for the system and implemented. 

The performance of  fuzzy controller is better than PI controller. Fuzzy controller implies better settling time, 

zero steady state error where as the PI had sluggish response. This work is developed in virtual instrumentation 

platform using LabVIEW. 

 

M.ShehenazFathima,A.NazreenBanu,A.Nisha,S.Ramachandran, (2015) made a comparison of Controllers for 

a Conical tank flow process.The different controllers includes Internal Model Controller (IMC), Model 

Predictive Controller (MPC) andProportional Integral Derivative controller (PID), that are simulated using 

Matlab environment.As a result, the transfer function which is obtainedcan be processed using 

differentcontroller methods such as PID, IMC and MPC. The simulation is done with the help of Matlab by 

using the values obtained from the tuning methods. The tabulation and comparison is done in the time domain 

specifications of the controllers.From the tabulation and response curve we observe that the MPC controller 

provides a better response with minimum settling time when compared with PID and IMC. Hence we can 

conclude that MPC controller is efficient for tuning a flow process.  

After reviewing all these papers it is found that there are some controllers which will be enhancing 

the performance of the non-linear system,the controllers include PID, Fuzzy, Fuzzy plus PID , MRAC, and 

MPC. 

CONCLUSION 

A review of some most  important  control plans commonly the researchers are practicing  for the level control 

of the tank with conical shape has been carried out. In the survey different kinds of controllers with various 

modes and characteristics  were discussed. The study starts from conventional PID controllerand includes 

various model based controllers like IMC,MPC and MRAC controllers. Most of the papers reviewed are 

modeled with first principle model and the authors have utilised various linearisation techniques in their work 

.Based on their results it is very difficult to tune the PID controller for such system and the model based 

controller gives better response than that of PID.But it is concluded in the review that if the controllers like 

intelligent self tuned PID controller and other knowledge based system will suitable for these uncertain 

nonlinear system   
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